A Deception Party Game
From the Makers of Fluxx
It’s the moment of truth in your quest to destroy the Evil Magic Key.
Your band of adventurers faces two Wizards: an Evil Wizard who
wants to use the key to unlock evil powers, and the Good Wizard who
has the ability to destroy it. The problem is, the Evil Wizard has
disguised himself to look exactly like the Good Wizard, so who do you
give the Key to? Choose quickly: one of your trusted Guards is secretly a
Traitor – and next round that Traitor might be YOU!
Are You the Traitor? consists of multiple short rounds where each player is on either the
good or evil team, and is trying to determine which of their friends are in fact good or evil.
Treasure cards are awarded to the winning team, teams change each round, and the first
player to earn 10 points of treasure wins!
“Within minutes of opening the box, everyone at the table is
bluffing, second-guessing and laughing. Are You the Traitor? is
a light-hearted game of deception and misdirection suitable for
playing with old friends or making new ones.”
— Mark A. Santillo, Active Imagineering

“Deviously simple and simply devious.”
— James Crocker, Modern Myths & Games

Key Selling Points
 A Party Game where deception
and misdirection are the key
to victory!

 Fabulous artwork with a sword
and sorcery theme.

 Teams change every round!
 Works with 4-10 players and

everyone stays in the game until
one player wins in only
10-30 minutes.

 Fans of the classic games Mafia
and Werewolf love it!

Are You the Traitor?

LOO-923-037

Order six
games and
get a FREE
countertop
display!
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Certified for Safety! Certified for Fun!
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4-10
13-Adult
10-30 min
3.75” x 5” x 1”
3.8” x 7“ x 8”
LOO-037
$15.00
$ 7.50

